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Math, science . addition
planned for Brown Hall
Plains have been made for
a new math and science addition to Brown Hall, though
the position of the link has
not yet ~n. determined.

Hundreds of SCS students participated in Tuesday's Ski Day, an annual S.noDaze event held at Powder Ridge. Students may vote for Snow King and
Queen candidates from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. today. Sno games begin today at
2:30 p.m. Saturday winds up the week's activities with the Sports Car Rally
at noon, the Semi-formal dance from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m., the coronation at 11
p.m. and the awards at midnight. Additional pictures and stories of SnoDaze will appear in Tuesday's Chronicle.
Roger schaffhausen photo

commodate 70 students. The
dome of the planetarium will
extend above the level of the
fiirst floor.
Also on that floor will be
-a computer calculator room
It was origi.nially thought with up to 12 terminals tied
that the addition would extend into a computer with timefrom connections at each floor sharing capabilities . . A curriof Brown Hall into parking culum library and a laboralot H. This could place the tory for construcwg models
addition on top of 8th Street, and teaching devices will be
whereas the committee on additiooal features of the math
long..range campus planning area.
wanted the street retained. · Biology will be located on
Another determming factor the second floor of the addiwill be the funds appropriated tion as it · is in Brown Hall
for the building by the state with use of facilities in th~
legislature.

·

1n Stac!:, non-retention

Student riglits

Though factors such as th~ _
could delay-·completion of the
building by
much as a year,
Or
construction was to begin in
July of this year and end in
September of 1W3. The plan
h; to retain the existing
fac-ilities in Brown Hall amd
Student rights will be the
in violation of AAUP proce- expa111d into the new addition. topic of a week long program
<lures. Secondly, it appears
of lectures and discussions,
that the committee did not The earth science facilities, according to Todd Waters.
try to mediate between the !1°wever, will .8:11 be located Waters is one of the students
parties involved as stated in m the new. add!tion. ~ obser- involved with organizing the
college policy. Rather they vatory which 15 ~esign~ for week on campus. .
rendered a judgment which ten telescopes will be m an
At the present time a schedth~reby ursurped the functio~ ~losure on tol? of the roof. ule of the week's activities
of the judicial committee." This structure ~ ~ve a flat- is not available·. Waters said
· Following the decision of topped r<>?f which slides open however, that there will be
the Ad Hoc Committee Stach and provides a larger space a discussion of the non-renotified Dr. Ivan Watkins, ar~ . than the dome-shaped tention of Alex Stach, a so·
·
·
variety;
ciology instructor, a free
Contained - in the basement dance to help finance Stach's
.
. will be a combiinatioo plane- defense, and various lectures
(cont. on p. 3, col. 5) tarium-classroom that can ac- on student rights.

as

Judicial group approached
Alex Stach will not be rehired as an instructor at SCS
for next year unless the Judicial Committee overturns previous appelate committees.
Under the chairmanship of
Dr. David Ernest, chairman
of the music department, the
Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Appeals Committee made the
following
recommendations:
1) Faculty Evaluation Process as passed by the Faculty
Senate February 17, lWO, has
been followed properly;
2) Reasons stated for the

non-retention have not been
demonstrated to be false;
3) The Committee, therefore, recommends that the
non-retention decision be upheld.
Commenting .on the decision
of the Ad Hoc ComlJ}ittee, Pr.
Herve Fuyet, chairman ·of the
foreign language department
and
representing
St a ch
through the American Federa:
tion of teachers, stated: "I was perturbed first th~t
a departmen,t chairman served:
on the committee, which is

topic f

week events

Alex Stach

basement. An animal holdmg
facility will be available for
studies in animal behavior
and endocrinology, as well
as an electron microscope for
viewing subcellular materials.
There would also be a new
greenhouse above a lecture
addition, since the planned
link would be where the greenhouse is now.
A major advantage in almost all departments will be
.
il
the improved laboratory fac ities. Dr. John Laakso, Chairman of the Chemistry Department, feels that research may
become a requirement for a
major in chemistry. An mstrumental laboratory in, the new
addition is specifically d~
signed for research and for
instructing students in the use
of the equipment it contains.
A number of the facilities
will be · used by all departments. one of these is radiation laboratory for studying
nuclear reactions with atomsmashers and attacking the
problem of radio-active pollution.
.
Another inter-departmental
feature will be a room for
Education classes in both elementary and secondar y
science. A glass-blowing laboratory on third floor will evoo
enable studerts to make some
of their own equipment.

a
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Common Market . expands through cooperabon
By SUSAN HEINEKE
Chronicle Editor
A visual conception of what systemwide
cooperation can do 'is evident through the
establishment and development of the
State College Common Market Programs.
Originating · with the idea of student .exchange amohg the six state colleges, the
Common Market has expanded to include
the Urban Student Teaching Program, the
Community Resources for 1Jigher Education, and the State College Internship Program.
Introduced in the fall of 1968 by State
College Board Chancellor G. Theodore
Mitau, the Common Market Student Exchange program was proposed to provide
more ease of student movement .within the
system and to promote better programs of
study.
Justifying the program in .its origin,
Mitau said that "Existing majors and
programs at each college will be retained,
with special emphasis on the improvement
of the best and most complete at each
school."
Under the present structure, the Student
Exchange plan allows students at each of
the state colleges (St. Cloud, Mankato,
Bemidji, Moorhead, Southwest, Winona )
to attend r1 "sses for orie to three quarters
without transferring to another college.
· While attending another college, if the
Common Market exchangee wishes to
finish at his present college, all credits
previously earned ' will transfer.
Sirice Fall quarter 1969 to Fall Quarter
1970, 165 state college students have ta~en
advantage of the Common Market Student
Exchange · program. Four SCS · students

have · utilized the Common Market resources. ·
.
.
"Students become more understanding
of pr9blems at· their own institution after
pactic.ipating on the Common Market program," SCS Common Market Director
Myron Umerski said. ·
. Accordipg to Umerski, stµdents use the
exchange program for a variety of reasons. It is · a new experieJ1ce. It is an
academic experience. Some students go
on the Common Market student Exchange
program because they feel they "are not
getting the proper education."
Ronald Cuperus, a Bemidji State student
on exchange at St. Cloud, feels that the
Common M,a rket Student Exchange is an
"ideal tool." Coming to SCS for personal
reason~. Cuperus explained that the program "expands everything . . . and it
should be continued at all cost."
Yvette Oldendorf, State College Board
coordinator of the Common Market program, explained that there is "no red
tape" involved _with fhef '~xchange af, students. Registration procedures are quick ·
and efficient.
The ·common ·Market director at-the receiving college aids the exchange student
in obtaining housing and a part-time job,
if needed.
Students having completed 48 credit
hours and having a cumulative 2.0 HPR
are eligible for the Common Market Student Exchange program. Application
blanks are available in the registrar's
office in Stewart Hall.
Other than the Student Exchange program, an educational experience can be
gained through the Common Market State
College · Internship program. An infant
organization, Coordinator · Yvette Olden-

dorf explains that the Internship program
"has not been used to full potential."
According to Mrs. Oldendorf, the Internship program is designed to offer students
an opportunity to learn and work in a
public or private agency in the field of
their interest.
The Internship program is an attempt
to provide "relevance to . student studies
and an opportunity to apply their skills
and capabilities in day.to-day working situations."'
.
Students interested in an internship
should contact Paul Gilbert (Stewart Hall
112> , SCS campus representative for the
program, to view positions open for interns.
After deciding on an intern position, the
student should see his advisor to arrange
the number of credits to be given for the
quarter.
Bill McGuire, SCS politicaj science instructor finds the Internship program
"very valuable and very useftµ' '. to instructors as· well as· students.
.
it gives students in political science a
chance to see the political process first
hand, something t hey "really cannot
appreciate in the classroom," McGuire
asserted. The Internship also helps students make career ·decisions, tire instructor said.
" I have decided t!) go to graduate
school," Susan Chianelli, a Bemidji State
student interning with the Minnesota Legislature, said. Miss Chianelli explained that
she c1>uld never have learned as much as
she has learned from her internship in any
government classes.
Another Bemidji student, Tom Budziack,
is presently participating on his second
intern program through the State College

System. Interning in psychology and biology, Budziack explained that the Intern. ship program "gives you the opportunity
to apply what you have learned."
A cure from the usual routine, Budziack
quipped that the Internship program is a
"good cure for the senior blues."
. Since Winter quarter of 1969 to Winter
quarter of 1971, 48 State College students
have participated in the Internship program.
Daniel Miller, Career Opportunity Officer for the Bureau of Sport, Fisheries, and
Wildlife, explained that "we could expand
positions to 50 to 100 if we had students."
The Bureau of Sport, Fisheries, and Wildlife receives the largest single number of
students participating in the Internship
program.
"Students seem to be somewhat reluctant to get involved in new programs,"
McGuire explained when discussing the
shortage of students utilizing the Internship program. "They need to talk to students who have already participated in the
program to see the value of it (internships)."
Budziack confirmed that "students are
unwilling to pioneer a program." The
Bemidji intern student added that faculty
"not enthused about the program" and
financial problems also lend to few students interning.
The Student Exchange program and the
Internship plan are two of the four programs offered under the <;:ommon Market
plan by the State College System. In the
next Chronicle, the Common Market Community Re~urces for Higher Education
program and the Urban Student Teaching
program will be explained.
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Editorially

To our readers . ..

Experiment!
· For students who are bored, who feel that
SGS has "nothing to offer them, " or who want
to endeavor into a new learning experience, may
we suggest two opportunities: The Common
Market Student Exchange and the Common
Market Internship programs.
Under the Student Exchange program, students may take classes up to three quarters at
another state college without trans£erring to
that particular college.
The Internship program allows students to
experience on-the-job training in a field of their
interest.
Both programs can challenge students to
apply what they have learned.
Neither of the ·educational programs have
been adequately utilized by State -College
students.
At the February State College Board meeting, reasons for the lack of participation were
mentioned. The following reasons were given:
1. Students are unaware of the programs;
2. Faculty do not encourage the concepts;
3. Students are afraid to try something
new; and
4. The Internship program presents a fi.
nancial problem for some students.
We encourage both students and faculty to
become aware of the opportunities Qffered by
the Common Market programs. Students should
take advantage of the educational chal1enge
available to them. Faculty should encourage students to broaden their learning experiences.
through the State College System programs.
Because the Internship program terminates
any plans for part-time employment while interning, we would like to see some sort of subsidy. Most agencies cooperating with the Internship program do not offer pay.
As long as no pay is given, and the student
does not usually intern in his college town, we
feel that student union and student activities
fees should be waived from the registration requirements.
Maybe this would encourage a few more
students to become involved in an intern program.
For students who want to improve their
academic abilities and get the most out of their
college career, we suggest welcoming the challenge of an Internship or a Student Exchange
program.

SCS lil~ened to
•glorified h.s.'
-o the Editor:

I recently transferred to
}iis school from a large uniersity. Compared to that in::ituti01n this school is nothing
1ore than a glorified high
·hool. About the only differ,:i::e is the level at which most
.1sses are taught.
During Christmas vacation
·;e whole school was effectely locked up. I was UllJJable

Chronicle
Published Tuesdays and Fridays
throughout the school year except for vacation periods. Second
class postage paid at St. Cloud,
Minn. Student subscriptions taken from the student activity
fund. Mail subscription rate is,
$2.00 per quarter or $5.00 per
academic year,

Editot-in-Chief............... Susa Hei111k1
Associate Editor............... Stew london
lusiness Manager......... MIii l.inlquist
<lief Pliotographer.......... John Pef1r111

to use the library, computer,
or any other facilities. In fact,
most doors on campus were
locked. Friday nights during
the quarter, the library is
closed and every nigl1t the
classroom building3 are effectively
closed
to
any
unscheduled activities.
At the University I attended, the facilities were
available to any student nearly
any time of day or lllight almost every day of the year.
This allowed a student to use
the school for the purpose foc
which it was intended.
One highly important portion of the learning process
is self-education. Leavmg the
facilities open at times when
the student is free to use them
creates this opportunity.
Here at St. Cloud State
College I am either in class
or working every day. My free

SCS High
(cont. on p. 3,; col. 5)

-..:·

Dear Readers
Tuesday, the Chronicle phones rang from 9 to 5 with demands f~r papers.
It's nice to be missed but there is an explanation for the absent papers. The Chron des were
mistakenly hauled of/ by garbage men Tuesday morning. Late that. evening aft~r sear~hing
garbage trucks with the help of photographer John ~ete rso_n, Editor Sue Heme~e !mally
discovered the salvaged Chronicles retul'.'ned to Atwood s loading dock. ,:hey were d.stnbuted
Wednesday morning ... Sincerely, The Chronicle Staff.
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By PEGGY JOHNSON

Fewer than ooe per cent
of the student body are in>volve<l in Jiscipline problems
beyond the resident assistants' · hands, according to
David
Munger,
assocfate
dean of students.
Each residence hall on
campus has a system of discipline for violations of dorm
regulations. This system, Judicial Boards, iJnvolves students
who discipline students.
The student handbook outlines the general provisions
for selection and procedures
of J-Board but beyond these
guidelines for students' rigl1ts,
each dorm is allowed to write
its own particular by-laws.

J-Boards handle
hall discipline
problems arising
The organizatioo, selection,
and traiiruing of the J-Boards
differ amonig the residence
halls. Mitchell Hall is the only
dorm
which
elects
the
members of the J-Board from
the house meetin,gs. The other
dorms
determine J-Board
membership through a series
of applications and interviews.
In this system, som~ combination of head resident, resident
assistants, and floor representatives determine who will
sit on the body.
The size of the J-Boards also
show variatioill. Ideally, the
size of the J-Board should correspond with the size of the

donn. Presently, Holes Hall
has 12 members with four alternates while Stearns, a dorm
of the same size, has ndne
members amd three alternates.
The frequency with which
each judicial body meets for
training also differs , as
poiiruted out by members of
the board from Stearns ; a
dorm which has had no trials
or meetings. A jurist in
Stearns said the group had
a short meeting with only
four members attending.
" They picked a temporary
chief justice by a flip of the
coin," said a member of the
Stearns board. In Sherburne
Hall meetingf occun-ed once
every two weeks. Shoemaker
Hall has regular meetmgs and
held a closed meeting last
week for the discussion of
rules. Other dorms vary from
one training meeting at the
beginning of the year to bimonthly meetings.
Perhaps the differooce in
training results in the variance in compliance with
guidelines. For instance, until the rules meeting, Shoemaker allowed the chairman of
the J-Board to vote durirug
trials. The student handbook
states that the chairman
should vote only in case of
a tie. Brian Taffee, assistant
dorm director, stated that
some J-Boards do follow the
handbook, but ' 'our's does not
necessarily" follow the guidelines.
Shoemaker does have a
structure for procedures and
has been working on greater
equality of punishm€llllt. Last
year students were often given
janitorial work for punishment.
Taffee explained that the
board attempts
to give

remedial punishmentt which
will benefit the studem:t. One
suggestion for a ·student committinig a minor offense would
be to type up the rule broken,
post it on each floor and go
to each hall meetiirug and lead
a discussion of the rule.
Mrs. Rachel Bauer, director
of Holes, stated that there are
no set disciplines but J-Boards
are free to determine what
"corrective measures" they
think relevant to the crime.
The suspected violations
which are referred to J-Boards
also differ. Mitchell Hall does
not handle liquor cases. In
the other dorms, the liquor
violator may or may not appear before the J-Boiard, depending on the situation. Some
students prefer to handle the
problem with the dorm director. Besides the iirntoxicant
violations, the stuaent may
appear before the J-Board
for visitation violatioITTs , noise
( throwing firecrackers down
the ventilator at 3 a.m, ), destroying property ( a Mitchell
girl was ,referred to J-Board
for writiirng swear words 001,
the Christmas decorations) ,
not to mention water fights,
and disturbing the peace by
bouncing a pi!rng pong ball oin
the wall.
Among resideirut assistants,
J-Board members and students, there is a general consensus that J-board is misUIIliderstood. Some of the criticism is that the board is
hypocritical. Bob McGona.gil,
a student who faced the JBoard said most of the board
members who senteriice stu-

J. Boards
(cont. on p. 3, col. 1)
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Alex Stach _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Movie review

'Brewster McCloud' is unbelievable
By BILL MARCUS
"Brewster
McCloud" ·is
unbelievable.
It is unqualifiably the funniest movie I have ever seen.
It's a masterpiece. It's genius.
It's the one film you must see
this year, if you see nothing
else.
I don't have enough superlatives in my vocabulary to
g@ on raving about it, so I'll
do some explaining.
It took me a long time just
to figure out what was happening in this film, but it's really
very simple. Brewster wants
. to fly away . He doesn't know
where, but he's building a set
of wings to facilitate his flight.
.Brewster (Bud Cort) is assisted by a fairy-godmother
(Sally Kellerman), named
Louise, and a crow. When
oomeone threatens the fulfill-

ment of his dream, be
strangles them. The ·crow per.:
forms the kiss of death with
well placed "excrement". An
ornithological lecturer (Rene
Auberjonois) reminds us of
the flighty overtones, as we
witness the demise of. a
scrooge, a narc who hates kids,
an old lady who sings the
"Star Spangled Banner" in
th~ Astr~dome, a hoodlum
with cha~, etc. Countless
o th e_r weirdos are_ enco~tered ~ the process, mc~u~g
a . prymg Sen_ator (William
Wmdom), a girl capabl~ of
asexual orgasms, a straightfaced super-cop called in to
solve the murder case.
There's a chase scene at
least as gripping as that in

UMOC money
goes to
J-Boar<ls ___
SHARE group
(cont. from p. 2)

dents have committed the
same crime at some time or
know people who have. Ore
$tudent who has been, caught
with beer in his room explained that students are
punished more for being
caught than for committing
the offense.
· "Rmky-dink" and ."Mickey
Mouse" are typical descrij}tions from defenders and JBoard members. One offender,
when asked about the punishment, said "social probation
is
nothing."
A resident
assistant, wl10 had gone before the J-Board last year,
stated that the boar<: would
either be improved or abolished. Presently he feels it
has no power.
The I:rnter Residence Hall
Judicial Board, which has previously function<ed as an aJ}peal board for the individual
hall boards, now is working
on a proposal which would
make the selection of J-Boards
coru;istant and provide for
tra1ning of the students.
The IRHC J-Boaird is composed of a resident assistant
and a chief justice from each
hall. The committee is under
the guidance of Doug Busch,
director of Stearns, with the
1
10'using .office also participati.nig. The new proposal must
be accepted by all the residence halls , directors, students
affairs staff, Student aITTd
Faculty Senates before it be~omes part of the student
·1andbook.

The Ugliest Man on Campus
(UMOC) will be elected next
Wednesday. UMOC is a fundraising activity sponsored a&
nually by Alpha Phi Omega
service fraternity.

"Bullitt" . And after it all,
baby-faced
Brewster
flies
around the Astrodome, plunges
to the earth, and is given a
eulogy by a circus.
The whole thing is too farout to even try describing.
It is successful primarily because of director Robert
Altman's already established
genius (MASH). This is his
film, the actors are secondary.
He uses a myriad of obscure
little touches, outrageously
slapstick scenes, and a fantastic sense of pace to pull off
a film that keeps the audience
laughing in spite of it's
apparent grossness . For overall effect, it fai· surpasses

(cont. from p. 1)
chairman of the Judicial Commitee, that he would like to
further present the case be!or~
the committee. The Judicail
committee will hold a hearing
next week.
Stach's defense was supplied
by Fuyet and Calvin Gower,
representing AAUP in the
case, at the Ad Hoc Appeals
hearing. For the case presented to the Judicial Commitee, the National Student
Association has stated that
they will give legal advice
and offer support for Stach's
case.

MASH. Even it's semi-tragic
ending, as shocking as it is
to the audience, is turned into
sa-tire. Brewster's dream is
a satire. Louise, with her
clipped wings is a satire, so
is scrooge, and the senator,
and the detective and all the
cops. And it is all stereotyped,
and yet it is all fantastically
original. It's Altman's brilliant ability to combine many
old techniques into a new synthesis that will undoubtedly
be copied by less gifted filmIn addition, Chester Bruvold,
makers for years to come.
At any rate, you owe it to an attorney who defended
yourself to see it sometime, Peter Gutknecht, who prowhether you have an aversion
to bird s-t or not.

tested the draft, will also
offer services. Bruvold is a
Minneapolis lawYer who specializes in Civil Rights cases.
According to Fuyet, he "has
agreed to render advise to
Alex at the Judicial Committee hearing."

If Stach is not retained as
an SCS instructor, some students are considering the possibility of offering a teaching
contract to Stach through
funds raised or through Student Activities. Todd Waters,
a sociology major, stated "if
Alex is not retained by the
college, he would be hired by
students."

Students are scheduling a
free dance to be held Tuesday
night at Eastman Hall. Dona,
tions will be accepted to help
(cont. from p. 2)
finance Stach's legal fees.
time, when I would be able Additional fund raisers will
to take advantage of some be held according to need.
of the facilities here, is usuWaters also mentioned that
ally at night when this stupid
school is closed tighter than next week's Stuaent Rights
a drum. Thus, I am t.mable week will consist of questionof the State of Minnesota to to fully utilize the existing ing periods about Stach's case .
"bring an appropriate action" ·facilities.
b::fore the U.S
Supreme
Court or an "appropriate inIn view of the present situaferior court" to defend any tion it is not surpristng that
If you know a girl.
Minnesota resident or resi- this school is called a party
considering an
dents required by the military school. Most students have
to serve in an illegal con- nothing else to do but party
met.
after tbefr formal studying
is done.
The peace group will be Therefore, I propose that
manning a booth in Atwood
Center today, Monday, Feb. 11 , this school lose its glorified this message might
high school image and become
Friday, Feb. 12, and prob- a true institution of high-9r even save her life!
ably the following Monday learnilillg. This could be done
and Tuesday. The booth will
It is l)O longer necessary for unfortumake copies of the bill avail- by making the facilities in nate girls to be ruthlessly exploited
able, along with writing ma- all departmenits available to for profit by quacks and inept butch•
students at times that are
terials so that persons may more convooi.eint to the typi- ers. Now they can have perfectly
write to their state senators cal student. This would mean legal abortions under strict hospital
and representatives in support keeping the buildings and care. The new California Therapeutic
Abortion Act provides that all servof the bill.
facilities opm until 10:00 p.m. , ices be performed by physicians in

SCS High--

Letters will aid

'illegal war' hill
The SCS chapter of Veterans
for Peace is · now attempting
to enlist support for a bill under consideration by the Minnesota State Legislature which
would make it illegal for any
Minnesota resident to be required to serve in any foreign
conflict not legalized by a Congressional declaration of war.
The exception to this occurs
when the " armed hostilities"
evoke a Presidentially declared "emergency," or when
the President is operating under the powers given to him
as Commander-in-Chief by
Article II, Section 2 of the
United States Constitution.

Project SHARE has been
chosen by Alpha Phi Omega
to receive the money gathered
1n this year's drive. The goal
this year is set for $1,000.
"We cor.:s"idered Project
SHARE to be a very worthwhile organization. We chose
Project SHARE becaus~ we
knew it is having filniancial
problems and we wanted to
support something on campus
this year," said Don Stello
Section two of the bill would
of Alpha Phi Omega.
require the Attorney General
Organizations ail11d residence
halls on campus will sponsor
UMOC cair;didates.
On February 17 the candidates will campaign for votes ~
from 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. on ~
campus and downtown. One ""P'
cent donated will equal one
vote. Jars beside the candidates pictures will also be in
Atwood next Wednesday for
voting.
Stello explained that ugliness
will be judged on facial makeup and costume.
Alpha Phi Omega will spon~
sor a dance by "Michael's
Mystics" Wednesday night
8:30-12 at Eastma1- Hall in
conjunction with th,e Ugliest
Man on Campus contest. The
Ugliest Man will be announced
at the dance. Profits from the
dance will also be given to
Project SHARE.

~c ROW

ABORTION
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or later, every night of the

accredited hospitals.
Last year it is estimated ·some

r:!g~~ai~:./~:~a~? hours 700,000 illegal abortions were perOnly iin this way cain this
school get more efficielllt use formed in the United States. Almost
of the money spent for educa- without exception exorbitant prices
~~~ide~:~nt.

wer.e charged, hospital facilities
were not available and a complete
medical staff was not present to
cope with emergel)cies.

Some· of those girls died unnecessarily. Others suffered severe infections. Still others will never again
be able to bear a child due to incompetent treatment.
The National Abortion Cound l for
Therapeutic Abortions and Family
Planning wants to make sure that
all girls receive humane and sanitary treatment. YOU CAN HELP.

If. you know of a pregnant girl who
is considering sneaking off to have
her abortion in a germ-infected
apartment or office tell her to call
us. Our coun_seling service is free .

We recommend only: ·
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COLORADO
HAIRSTREAK METCENIER
Playing This Saturday

HWY.494-&~~

February 13 - 8:30-12:30
The "saloon on fifth avenue" would like to show you what
we think you would like in a saloon . Relax in beautiful
atmosphere. Come down and enjoy the .. . ·

GRAND
·M ANTEL
BAR

"Saloon" on fifth ave.

SA1VRMY

RB.20
8P.M.

Doors open at 7:00P.M
TICIC£l5
-t4 · ADVANCE

$5-ATOOOR.

NOW ON SALE AT

MET CENTER

lstNAT\.BN4K~~~ (Oiaf'9t- 'em)

the most reputable physicians; doc~tors offering fair and reasonable
prices; services which will be col11'pletely within the law; services per•
formed at accredited hospitals.

PHYSICIANS WITH A GENUINE
AND HUMANE INTEREST
California law explicitly provides
that parents' consent is not
necessary for. minors. There are
no residency requirements.

Phone: (213)

464-4177

T

NATIONALABORTION COUNCIL
for Thenpeuric Abortions and
Family Pianning
1717 Nonh Highland Avenue
Hollywood, California 90028

Resignation is final

Brewer ret·

S l R.w/case
By KATHLEEN SULLIVAN

s1599s

Every year Dr. Wilbur
Brewer has resigned as advisor-director of Project SHARE
and for the first five yeari;
the . executive
boaTd
of
SHARE renewed their choice
of Brewer as advisor, but this
year Brewer made it quite
clear in the fall that he wanted
this to be his last year.
Brewer believes that the
philosophy of an administrator
in any kind of work permeates
the organization.
"I think it is time for new
philosophy to enter into Project SHARE. I'm not saying
I have indoctrinated the people in Project • SHARE. It's
probably the freest organization I've worked with. I felt
that as long as there . were
other administrative changes
this year, now is the time to
change advisors, too," Brewer
commented on his resignation.
· Dr. Brewer reflected on the
development of P r o j e c t
SHARE at SCS during the past
· ' six years.
· ''At the end of Sept. in 1965
I was approached in my hu
inan growth and development
class (Psych 262) by a student,
· Pat Kruchten;. to 'meet with ·
twelve students who were looking for some way of being ol
· • service to the . community,"
began Dr. Brewer.
· The students · wanted to
develop the kind- of organization· that was completely flexible and not responsible to

FUJICA ST701

Small and fast, the ST701 has a fast fl.8 tens and the
new silicon thru the lens exposure system. Come in and
see it.

The Camera Shop
Downtown 15-7th Ave. So.

M & DS.TEREO
Headquarters for

sou~'d E·q~tifpm·~~-:r.:·~-:

0

~ ·\ ·917·:St ~ :Sermain
11 :00-9:00 Weekdays
& All day Saturday

ooy
national organlization.
"By March 1966, we were
grades."
They asked Brewer to join
ready for a pilot project workBrewer n'
them for their first meeting.
ing with twelve students,"
tudes of tt
The group continued to meet
Brewer went on. "We worked
ward SHAR
at Newman Center that first
the ·first· Project without any
changed ovt...
year while deciding what it - mooey other than some from
In the begum
shol.l!ld do and where it should
Student Activities. They gave
to gain ac,
go.
us enough money for a field
families. M
T.he infant group was influtrip to Como and E.xcelsior
to do thin~
enced somewhat by the tuPark that spring."
pected to de
torial programs ruri by other
While the students were
Dr. Brew
colleges in the National Stumeeting with their tutors Dr.
favored me
dent Association am by ProBrewer went to Tri-CAP with
went out to
ject Motivation in Minneapolis
the plans for Project SHARE.
communities
which is a program similar
Tri-CAP backed the project
on a Saturd
to Project SHARE between
and asked Brewer to write
said, 'Well, f'
the University of Minnesota
up the plans for the federal
pickmg up 1
the YMCA.
project. The .firs: OEO fundto go out tl
ing was for 22 students in 1966So the tutor
JathckJ C~lsoHin:ghP?also'ncipainflluat
67...
.
~
rocks wit
Sou
umor
··
-•
·
· the . father
enced the forming group. ''He
felt we ought to develop a '
field ancl sa
tutorial and was willing to
~~ h~~
have South be the pilot project
"Every year the project
a beer and ti
school," recalled Brewer. .
_. grew urutil in 1968-69 when
At that pow.
"With Joe Stanton as first
Tri-CAP had SHARE volunhe had arrh
president of SHARE, we apteers working with thirty stuThe point,
proached Mr. Willard Murphy,
dents each in Sauk Centre,
that the . cc
director-- of- federal project$
Foley, and . Becker, as well
learn that
for the St. Cloud school disas St. Cloud, we were too large
were not '
· trict in-early Feb. 1966, mainly
and couldn't have· the close- ., · boy was
because we 'Were · interested . , · contacts -·w hi c- h SHARE . · Brewer stre_
· -i:n getting ·some money," h~_. .. _ ,want-eel,''.· ,niaiTaled Brewer,
.· the field to
· · continued. , - ·' · ·
·. : Brewer, disc us sing the
"When wi
Although Murphy · did oot ·· ,grow.th - ok..J>roject SHARE, , : way. into -UM
offer the · groqp f1Da11cial help;
said,• "Last-,y,ear under Kitty · knocked . at
·he indiCjited· -they · could begin
Drew we told Tri-CAP our
would be or1
. working . with students from
promary responsibilit was to ,
away. Mr. :
. South and suggested the group . St. Cloud community. ~ . Mr. Williar
go to Tri-CAP . ( County Action
year we have the largest St. · counselors iJ
Program), the Office of EcoCloud project wit±. approxibeen great
nomic •Opportunity program
mately eighty college students
munity ace,
for. Stearns, Benton, and Sherworking with eighty youngsaid Brewer
burne Counties.
sters in the sixth through ninth
Today ther

aoo

SHARE .growth .
hits capacity
:

DANCE TO LIVE MUSIC
5

5

l~:M~DIIHIIFRIDA~~J 1P.M.
·

.

Con't Shows Friday - Saturday - Sunday from 1 P.M.
late Show Friday & Saturday 11 P.M. .

.'~'LOVirsfOiiY1

IS APHENOMENON!

There has been nothing like it in a
generation! And nothing like its star,
. Ali MacGraw, to remind the world of
the kind of stars that used to glisten
in Hollywood! Her appeal-and that
of 'LOVE STORY'-is strong enough
to counter gravity!" -Time Magazine

Friday a-nd Saturday Nights
Rock Music on Wed . nights now!

CLUBALMAR
Pool tournaments on Tuesday nights.
Beer and Set-ups served .

Localed al St. Augusta
½ mile off Hwy. 152

Artistry

"'LOVE STORY' is
probably as sophisticated
as any commercial
American movie
ever made! It is
beautifuJ !
And romantic!"

.,.

-Vincent Canby,
New York Times

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S
10 BEST!'~wand~ Hale,
New York Daily News

Renaissance colorings on a tapestry wrap. True
outdoor artistry that boasts not a button but
favors a gold ringed belt. Rayon and cotton,
7-13, $45.

Group searches for suc<;essor

~ects on Project SHARE
Project SHARE's existence
lems getting iinto the homes
a year for five . of SHARE'S
is the college students who
partly because of the imfirst six yeairs. Brewer reare of service to kids."
proved relatio~ and partly
Iates that the actual cost of
The administrative part of
because the school counselors
Project SHARE nears $29,000
SHARE, .the advisor · and the
talk with the parents . before
aMually,. The rest . of the budtheir children ,, are. referred
get is volunteered donated " president with his executive
to SHARE.
time of the advisor and the . board, is flexible. The students have open comrnunicaWhile with Tri-CAP, SHARE
college students and the suptilon and discussion with the
worked primarily with poverty
plies, office space, and work
administration.
families. Since the OEO funds
study girl provided by the
"The administration is set
were withdrawn as of Decem$23,000 of the $29,000 annual
up through student inter-action
ber l, the project is now workbudget is donated by the tuwith the advisor-<lirector as
ing with any children with
tors, college, the advisor, and
facilitator of the learmng proemotional difficulties.
other members of the St.
cess. The administrative strucBrewer reflected, "We're
Cloud community.
ture, like the whole Project,
not authorities. We just proGene Weiner, assisfant dishould show that it is of servide person-to-person relationrector of Project SHARE is
vice to the kids,'' Brewer
ships for kids who need help.
paid on a part-time basis for
concluded.
We are not telling the famikin
1 l
'th D
lies 'we are the best; you have·
wor g c o.se Y WI
r·
to be like us.' We want to · Brewer.
·
,
learn from and ,with the tutee
We in er estimates that. .
on a one-to-one arrangement.
Brewer donates an average
Dr. Brewer: sees the stu- -~ We don't know the answers.
of 30 hours per week to Projdents · ·working · in Project
Project SHARE is interested
ect SHARE activities, doing
SHARE as activists \Vho say
iin all hwnan beings growing
public relations ,work with the
"this is what I belie~f' and
to .their fullest potential, the
schools, the welfare d ~ gcf'out and do what they betutor as well as the tutee."
ment, the college, and the ·
lieve. .
SHARE's problem · today,
community; . working with .the . •· · .~'!There'_s open commooicaas Brewer sees it, is that the
· budget ~ formerly with Tritioo ·aixHictioin in the Project
'establishment' -of-'welfare, tjle
CAP; corxiucting. orientation:
and ..,that's what, I · like in it,
St Cloud schools; a'lld the colprograms " for . ~v , SHARE
that's the thing- I don(t wa:nt
•lege do not -recognize--exactly
-tutors; and w~~ Jndividu-.,
to see lost b-y. the Project: It's
what SHARE's _: responsibilially·.: with ~nts flJl(i· tutor.s,. . developed. over . the six years
. ties are. He elaborated on
to help them to•wor~ ,with th~ ,: :. . and I hope !it . goes on," com_;._ fuis, !'Welfare·. would; .li,ke us- · children._. .. . . .
.
. mooted Brewer. . ,;;·
to be ·communicating with'··.
. Brewer ·;, believes · iliat the:·.- · ··.-Thin.king .back ' on 'former
them all the time. We don't ·· wat Project , SHARE · is ad~
Project· SHARE . -people,
feel we should spend our time · ministered is the way schools , , Brewer finds some working
communicating. Spending our
s h o u:l d be . administered. ·
overseas, some in • the · Peace .
time communicating ruins Ure
"Wherever possible, the· stu· Corps, and some in VISTA.
relationships with the tutee."
dents (or the tutors) should
"When I think of the bioloFinancially Tri-{;AP sup- · have a say in what goes on .
gical consultant in Malaysia,
ported Project SHARE for - · in· the school (or in Project
the Peace Corps WOl!'.ker in
four to six thousand . dollars
SHARE). The justification for
India, the VISTA volunteer

oted how the atti- .
1e community toE have gradually
"r ·the six years.
. ·,ing it was harder . .~pta:nce by the
:any students had
, they hadn't ex1.

er told about a
:mory, "One boy
one of the nearby
to see his tutee
~ and the father
e's out in the field
_·ocks. You'll have
here to see him.'
went out to pick
:h -his-tutee. Later
came out · to the
id, 'Well, let's go
a beer/ They went
, tavern and had
~e boy had a coke.
t , the tu to!' knew
ved."
of the episode is
lmmunity .had to
SHARE ,students
'do-gooders." The
sincere ·. -enough
ssed to work in
be with his tutee.
~ fu-st made our
! homes, _
wheni we
some doors we
dered out, ordered
Robert Olson and
n Kreul, school
11 St. Cloud have
in building comepta:nce for · us,"

e am fewer prob-

working with the Indians;
when I think of all the core
city teachers who have worked
with SHARE, I get a good
feeling to think that their experiences with SHARE helped
prepare- them for later ones,
I have reservations about
leaving .. ." he said.
At the time Bridget Jodell,
SHARE presidenkt, announced
Dr. Brewer's resignation, she
explained that she hopes a
new process of selection will
be underway by the end of
winter quarter.
The publicity committee . is
currently working on recruiti i i Sill
Si

ing and selecting candidates
to serve as SHARE advisor.
In April three candidates will
be recommended to replace
Brewer.
· f>toject SHARE members
will interview candidates and
select their new advisor.
"I would like to see alll! advisor who can identify with
school systems, who can
identify with college students,
and who can identify with the
tutees, probably someone who
has worked with adjustment
problems and knows something of public relations,"
Brewer concluded.
SSSIS
ISSSSSSSSS
S

·s tudent.·activists

EVaY DAY LOW, LOW PIICIS

327-5th Ave. So., St. Cl~ ·

·. Gary's
Campus Stereo
_,.,...;it

. ..

·-· p,a ~.- : ·

~-~~)~~
•\? i .
J

NOW

The order was
massacr~, and good
soldiers follow orders.
These soldiers
were the best.

THE 2 BIGGEST
BONDS OF ALL!!
AT 9: 15
MJlIRTR BROCmll ...!WlRY &Alllu.All ....

f ,

SEU CONNERY .

I"mUNDEReALL"
~i:t~c~~~~:f=l~
~~· ~::-:,.:,-;;KEVIN McCLORY,JACK:AWHITTIN
i~rn~AiBAUM~~~~~~~INS
GHAM,.IANFLEMING
PANAVISXlN' ITl}INKllLOR"

u~iiici-Arhsts ,GPI--·-- . -~-=.:::;..

IAN ..

,

.

)

Latest Record Selections
at a 25% discount,
like GEORGE HARRISON $8. 98
Sugarloaf or Cactus $3.7 4
and Chicago Ill $7.48

e

Custom made 8 track tapes
only $3.98!

AT

And you don't have to
eeze your frass,

t:;;s·~il8:Rr-RoAifo1tll- AlsiRi RsR:t~ou,, HARRY &llllZMAN ·
JOrlii MRRY:Kltl Arf.~i'- PANAYISION' TECHNICOLOR'

WE'RE RIGHT ACROSS IHE
STREET FROM.CASE HA~l

umiii',rArhs1s IGPI--~----··-·+

..

.

THUNDER BALL
MAT. SAT. & SUN.

~

.,:;:::I';

. l!ifRlRBROCCOU. HARRY SAlll~ .

NOTE!

:I

$139 95

1LlM1NosfflU ~If rJ~

YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE

'

Standard AM-FM compact Stereo complete
with turntabe, dust cover,
and two speakers. Now only . .
■
Buy now and receive a Free Head Phone Set

SUN CONNERY
, .~IS JAMES BOIIIQ
¥

.

•

·lS&

.

~

.

•·

-,

(The Ugly Grey House)
sof 3rd Ave. South

: ~UAI,

.

New Hours: 5-9 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
and 12-4 p.m. Sat.
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Team boasts 14-3-1 record

The
Hartzherg, wrestlers luck changes
BULL~
Pen

By WAYNE COOK
Don Hartzberg, who knows
what trouble St. Cloud State
wrestlers had "buying" victories in the past, isn't swayed
by such bad luck anymore.
In fact, as a current 14-match
win streak points out, the team
is "really" making · a name
for ftself now.
" It used to be that we knew
we could do our best and still
get beat," recalled the senior
from Robbinsdale. " Now because of a lot of good underclassmen, we've got confidence. We know we are young
( 29 frosh on roster) and
fairly good (14-3-1)."
The Husky co-captain credits "plenty" of depth and
, pre-season conditioning for the
squad's fast maturity.
"When there are 13 guys
over .500, the team is bound
to be balanced," he stated.
"Some aren't even regulars
but have come up from the
junior varsity (now almost
non - existent) and proved
themselves. Our recruiting has
been superior.
"Running drills in the fall
have really helped, too. Being
in tip-top shape has been a
real asset. Also, we have developed a winning attitude
which was missing in 1970."
Three-year letterman Hartz-

berg, who made the state meet
to cap his prep career, is the
first to appreciate the reserverole efforts of fellow mates
(namely Gene Barrett who
picked up two pins for him
at Wayne, Neb. ).
The latter 158-pounder, one
of two juniors in action, is tied
with freshman Mark Bauerly
for falls (4 ) while Don (135-2 record after 8-11-1 last winter) is known more for escapes.

Tracksters
meet tomorrow
in triangular.
The indoor track team takes
part in its · second meet of the
season tomorrow when they
jolllI'lney to Mankato State for
a triangular meet with the
Indians and Dakota Wesleyan.
The Huskies finished secOIIld
in a triangular at North Dakota State University January
30 behind the Bison and ahead
of Minot (N.D.) State.
"We're still not ready to
start picking off the big
prizes," Coach Bob Waxlax
said, "but we are better pre-pared than we were two weeks
ago, and we hope to cootinue
improving."

" When I'm down, my best
move is a stand-up," the 21year-old blond remarked. " I
work a lot on that manuever,
but I'm predominately a leg
rider. Offensively, I like to
stick with arm drags, which
I copied from Moorhead's
three-time national champ who
graduated a year after I arrived. I'm still gaining knowledge from watching others."
He also likes the free , international style-so much that
h~ competed in the Olympic
trials as a soph ( two quick
losses because of "inexperience") . The Greco-Roman
form has caught his eye, especially after the presentation
amidst the Morris meet recently.
Whether it comes before
military service and army
team tryouts or not, a profession of teaching and coaching
at the high school level lies
ahead hopefully for the social
science major-P.E. minor.
" I'd like to be an assistant
in the Lake Conference,"
commented the Phi Kappa
Tau busy-body, "but that
would be awful hard. Besides,
you have more freedom to
do as you please and want
(with methods) as a boss at
a smaller place."
Hartzberg sees coach John

Oxton's patterns at State
"pretty much the same as
before." Individual skill and
ability are further advanced
and the main reason for the
locals sudden surge from 411 ways a year ago, he believes. It's just a case of
everybody, though not spectacular, getting the job done
-well.

" Gunning for and ~hipping
Southwest carried tis through
the first part of the campaign," explained Don, who
like most of the club personnel, is 'average.'
"Then, we upset some toughies in Montana, Augsburg,
River Falls, Wayne and Bemidji. The Beavers and Winona, also rated high, will be
our chief challengers in the
NIC championships in late
February (25th). But we think
we got a good chance to take
it all by then.''
As fo;r Don Hartzberg, he
hopes to improve on last
year's showing (l(}.9 setback
in opening round). If he
doesn't fare too well, the team
will · ("well" above sixth
place) because of his and
classmate Dan Griffith's leadership in keeping them closelyknit and spirited.

Of all the containers we

could have put our milk in,
we chose the one that doesn't
hurt the environment.

In an incinerator our carton is consumed almost completely.
All that's left is carbon dioxide, water and a few ashes.
And for convenient disposal , our Plasticarton can be crushed flat.
If it becomes litter, it gradually returns to its natural state
throu~h the simple process of weathering.
Pure-Pak Plast1cartons: crushable , burnable, biodegradqble.
The natural better choice .

By DICK

DAHLfj

Sports Editor
Lee Cooper, a student here at SCS, brought me a
reprint of a magazine article last week. The article is
entitled "Give the Games Back to the Students," and was
written by the noted historian Henry Steele Commager.
It appeared in the April 16, 1961 issue of New York Times
magazine, if you care to go to the library and read it. It's
quite interesting. The article brought up several questions which have
become apparent to me already since I've taken to this
jock writing business.
The main question is, what are sports for, anyway?
The logical answer, it seems to me, is to keep healthy and
exercise an odd quirk of human nature called game-playing
(or novelty ). However, something has happened to this
concept in intercollegiate sports, says Commager.
"For almost half a century now, educators have talked
hopefully about de-emphasizing college athletics," said
Commager, "and every year the emphasis has grown
greater-not weaker.''
"The problem is not one of overemphasis," he explained. "It is not even one of emphasis. The problem is the
enterprise itself-intercollegiate athlet_ics."
The advancement of education, says Commager, is the
primary purpose of college. Sports does nothing to further
education ; in fact it hinders it, he says.
Intercollegiate sports benefit only a few adults who
have grabbed the controls and use the appeal of sports and
youthful vim and vigor for their own gain, Commager says.
Big games pull in not only ticket money, but also restaurant, lodging, gas, etc. money for the adult merchants of a
community. In other words, the old are screwing the young
(something new, huh?) .
Winning teams draw people who carry extremely liquid
assets in their pockets.
"Not long ago, a North Carolina coach was quoted as
asking, 'How ,can I be proud of alosing team ?' " said
Commager. "Can we, then, expect young people to take
us seriously when we tell them that it is the game that
counts - not the victory.
The attitude of this North Carolina coach, which is
quite prevalent it seems, is causing "irrepairable damage"
to the colleges and universities of the U.-S. , according to
Commager. Among the damages he lists are the following :
l l Educational institutions themselves are corrupted. More money is spent on athletics than
the library (for instance).
2) "The community itself is corrupted by being
bribed with athletic spectacles to support educational programs which should be supported
on their merits," he says.
3) Other students are hindered by becoming
"watchers," rather than participants.
·
Commager's solution to the problem as he sees it is
threefold:
ll "Give the games back to the students."
2) "Eliminate all outside pressure to win games."
3) "Take the dollar sign completely out of school
and college athletics."
Games are "fantastically exaggerated" due to uniformed bands, majorettes, well-trained cheering sections, television exposure, etc. , he says. These "spectacles" shouldbe ended, he says, and also the elimination of coaches and
athletic budgets.
Intramural programs should be enormously expanded,
he says, and existing facilities should be given to the
student body for its own use, rather than for varsity teams.
This solution will "restore integrity to athletics, making
clear once more the blurred distinction between the
amateur and the professional."
Commager suggests that if one wants to watch excellence in sports, that's what the pros are for.
Right on, H. S. Commager.
How does all this apply to SCS? That's where Lee
Cooper comes in.
Lee doesn't favor the abolition of intercollegiate sports
here, but he says they do get too much money-like
$97,880 out of $530,244 in the Student Activities Budget.
Lee is going to send around a petition in an attempt to
get 2,000 signatures saying the 16 per cent of the budget
for three percent of the student body is not a fair distribution.
Think about it before signing if you're going to.

Co .. ed gymnasts stop 'l(ato

Purity Milk Co.
601 8th Ave. No.
St. Cloud, Minn. 5630 I

The SCS Women Gymnasts
d~feated Manke.to State 4339, in a home dual meet at
Halem1beck Hall last Monday
night. Mary DePeuw earn€d
the most team points by taking first place in intermediate
balance beam anid 2nd place
in both intermediate vaultiillJg

and intermediate u n e v e r
parallel bars.
_
Others placing in more than
one event were Jenny Manes ,
who took first places in both
novice vatilting and novice
beam; Sue Patterson, first
in advanced v~ulting and 2nd
in novice vaulting.
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Husky title hopes dim
with Moorhead favored
After losing to Moorhead
!a.st Saturday, St. Cloud's
chanoe.s for at lea.st a snare
of first place i:n the Northern
r11tercollegiate Conference apJear dim.
There are several reasonis
for this. First, the Huskies
are one game out; second,
Moorhead· has a big ~hedule
advantage the rest of the way
with only one more road game
remaini111g-at lowly Morris;
::; aind third, the Huskies have
some very difficult assign~
ments coming up - starting
with receilltly supercharged
Winona· tonight in Halenbeck
ai: .d a road game at Southwest
tomorrow night.
The Warriors will come to
';t. Cloud tonight fresh from
winning two one-sided games
from Southwest and out-0fconfer~e Lea College. Wioona hit the century mark
in both games. The- Warriors

a1so handed Moorhead its only
!oss of the season.
"They're the hottest team
\, the league right now," ,said
C?ach Noel Olso1;1. "After a
bit of a slump (losmg to Southwest, a:nd Michiga_n Tech)
they re really comm5 back
strong."
.
The game will break a tie
for second place as Winona
,,rod St. Cloud are tied with
>·2 records.
As for the game at Southvest tomorrow night, Olson
:;aid,
"Playing
Southwest
at Southwest is really tough.
:: If you've ever beefil, there,
you'll know what it's like."
· Southwest has cooled down
_,._
. ilnce the beginning of the year

Gymnasts improve
record to 4-1

and sport a dis.-q>pointing never been better morale for
3-5 coruference record (10-9 a team with oo 8-12 record.
overall).
In fact, there's never be€fil
Despite the very slim odds a better team with an 8-12
the Huskies have of fillishtng record."
first, Olson remindetl that St.
A review of Husky statistics
Cloud can still get in the show that George Wilson is
District 13 playoffs with a the leading scorer with a 15.2
second place finish, UJIJless average, followed by Jeff
an independent team comes Barott with 13.7 amd Bob
up with a strong emJOugh re- Kelly 11.2.
cord ( which is practically an
The rebomding leader is
impossibility this year).
Barott with 185, foQowed
"We're shootinrg hru-d for closely by Wilson's 175.
the playoff," he said. "We
don't have to be pessimistic.
Dean Laager leads ill'l! shoot- Mitch Vogt shows a long
We can beat ooyome on any ing accuracy at 46 percent. horse technique which
given night.''
Barott has made the most free
ends in victory.
"We're certairuly not happy throws-75, however Wilson
to lose (to Moorhead)," Olson and Kelly are hitting the best
Greg JCl!mson photo
continued, "but we have a percentage from the line at
very unified team. There's 74 percent.

St. Cloud State's swimmers
had a rough weekend versus
Mainkato here Friday evening
and then at Stout (Wis.) State
the following afternoon. The
tered, and the calibre of com- local tankers lost both, 68--44
petition at the Upper Iowa and 77-36.
tournament is superb."
"We had a good shot against
The Huskies crushed Mora Mankato," commented Husky
ris last Wednesday 35-5 and coach Rufus Wilson. "All the
then had two meets at ·North- races were very close, but
ern Michigan and Michigain they managed to win most
Tech CaillCelled.
of them."
"We wooted to wrestle,"
Capturirug No. 1 fiu1~shes for
Oxton said, "but it may be
for the best. We certainly
needed the rest."
The Huskies have not lost
for 14 straight matches. The
only mar on that record is
an 18-18 tie with Dickinson
(N.D.) State.
·

'tOugh' w1·nona
·
The St. Cloud grapplers
now sportin6 a hefty 14-3-i
dual meet mark face what
will probably be 'the toughest
weekend of the sea.son today
and tomorrow.
The Huskies invade Winona
tonight for a 7:30 p.m. NIC
clash and then move on to
Fayette, Ia. tomorrow for the
Upper Iowa wrestling tournament.
"It could be the most demanding weekend we have
faced so far this seasoo,"
remarked Coach John Oxton.
"Winona has to have the
strongest team we've encoun-

One of Anderson's crew who
has come on stro111,g of late
is Jerry Pederson on the side
hOII'se. He captured ainother
first with a 7.0 as teammates
Dennis Anderson aind Bob Kenoody were second aoo fifth.
Dave Banks, a pleasant
surprise, maintained his
steady performance on the
parallel bars, ranking No. 2 ·>-:>
again with 7.8.

SCS were Rick Schwanker
in the 200 butterfly, Moulton
in the 50 free and Gary Soder
in the 200 breaststroke. The
former swam in, 20.9 to break
his own record of this year
for one of the " bright spots"
of the day.

Jeff Chillln again displayed

his mastery cm the still rings,
with an 8.45 for his fifth consecutive
triumph.
Schoeller
came in third an.d Vo~
fourth.

In the -all-around competition, Vogt was ·victor again
The Huski(;S will try to im- (40.55) while Schoeller (who
prove their 2-9 record Satur- participated in one less event,
day before the horr.e folks, 5 in all) was third (36.2)
hosting a very good Northern SCS entertains Northern l\ilichiMichigan team in the Halen- and George Williams 2 p.m.
beck pool at 2 p.m.
Saturday in the main gym.

Is WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
_/\ ,
for YOU?

WANTED:
College men and women for man•
agemeot positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available for in•
college trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special train ing
course on graduation . Stateside
and/or overseas travel
guaranteed.

Here's a government position.with a
real future for both men and women.
An officer's job ln the Air Force. A
management level job in anybody's
· book. Certa inly, there 's no better
way to get the experience and training needed for executive responsibility.
If you have two years of college
remaining, you could find yourself
earning an Air Force commission
while you learn, through the Air
Force ROTC two-year _program.
Along with college credits and a
commiss ion, you'll rece ive$ 50 each
month as a student. And upon graduation , that management position
we promised will be waiting for you.
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you'll be happy to learn that
the Air Force has a number of outstanding programs to help you further your education.
If you 're in your final year of col'

Rya:n, a junior like his fellow Husky captains, cointinued
his consistency in the floor
exercise with an 8.35 for a first
( third in row). Schoeller was
third at 8.0 and Mark Albert
fifth with 7.45.

The hosts swept the high
bar activity with Vogt, Schoeller, Randy Morsch allld Chuck
Petry all above 7.5. Vogt was
high at 8.25.

Tankers lose 2

GrappIers 1nva
• de
.

By Wayne Cook

The Huskie gymnasts of
Arlynn Anderson made it 4-1
on the sea.son Friday night
at Halenbeck, whippiill•g St.
Olaf 132-119. The 130-plus total
got the team one-half step
nearer to the nationals.
Anderson cited evecyooe for
hitting their routines "very
well," with many scoring over
the coveted 8.0 mark.
The long horse event was
the highest-ranking in terms
of points as St. Cloud took all
but the top of four placings.
Glen Taylor of St. Olaf won
it with an 8.65 and was followed by locals Mitch Vogt
(8.55), Mike Ryan (8.5) a111d
Gordy Schoeller (8.05).

It can be now, with the former
QUEEN ELIZABETH·
providing more accommodations and lower rates

r-------------scNm-1

lege, you can get your comm ission
through the Air Force Officer Train- I USAF Military Personnel Center ·
1
1
iiig Progra m. It is open to all college I Dept. A
grads, both men and women, who I Randolph AFB, Texas 78148
I
qua lify.
I Please send me more information I
Check it out. You 'll find that the I on:
I
Air Force is one career that offers I O Officer Training School
-:
something for everyone . Nearly 430 I
1
different jobs, ranging from aeroD Air Force ROTC Program
1
nautical engineer in g to zoology, I
I
witill almost everything else, includ- I NAME
AGE
I
ing flying, in between. But whateve r I
(please pr;no
·I
your duties, you'fl soon di sc over I ADDRESS
I
that the Air Force will let you move I
I
just as far and as fast as your tal- I CITY
STATE
21P
I
entscantakeyou.
I
I
1
So look ahead and let your co l- I PHONE
DATE oF GRADUATION
lege years pay off for you with a I '-'--"'.:..:..:....--='-'.=...=c--'==-=-='-'--- I
man;igerial position in the U.S . Air I
I
force . Just send in this coupon or I scHooL
I

1

I

write to USAF Military Personnel
Center, Dept. A, Randol p h AFB, I
Texas 78148, and get your postgrad1
uate career off the ground .
I

I understand there is no obligation,
,

The unforgettable. enormously enriching experience of a semcstt:r' at sea is
now within the' range of most college students. Minimum costs have been
reduced as much as $725 ( from $3575 down to $2850, which incl udes
·. round-the-world passage. meals. air-conditioned accommod ations. and full
tuition). A student can attend World Campus Afloat for a semester and still
rece ive credit for the work back at his home campus.
The ship is your classroom. nnd the world is your bboratory . :. you'll '""
drop ancho r in the most exciting ports of Africa . Asii1 . and Latin America.
listen to a lecture on the steps of the Taj Mah al. skin-dive off the coast of
New Zealand . Send the coupon today for inform at ion and application forms
for the fall semester 1971 or subsequent voyages. Scholarships and financ ial
aid available.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
( i'; f l\"' f f'R: r-,i)

Last
Street
Cjty

0~.
WORLD CAMPUS
AFLOAT

Zip

Addr~c;s

At School
Street

l

Name of
School

find yourself in the lLUnited
States Ai, ForceJl
_______________

Initial
Home Phone

State

City

I

first

Permanent
Address

:

I

~~~~

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss

Campus Phone

State .

ip

MAIL TODAY TO
CHAPMAN COLLEGE,
Box CC15,

Orange, Cal iforn ia 92666

Year in School

. Interested: D Fall 19_

D January 19_

C Spring 19_ O Summer 19___ _

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Christian Science
Charles W. Ferris, C.S.B.,
will present a lecture titled
"Ethics for Today" iin the
Civic-Penney room of Atwood
at 8 p.m.
Huskies

Today, 7 p.m. the Huskie
swimmers will meet Gustavus
Adolphus in Halenbeck. Saturday at 2 p.m. they will meet
Northern Michigan for their
final home meet while the
Huskie gymnasts will compete
against Northern Michigan
and George Wms. The gymnasts' last home meet is
- March 5 against Mankato.
Stach Facts

· "The Facts", a brief booklet compiled by a committee
of. ~oncerned students, pertammg to the non..retention
of Alex Stach is available at
the front desk of Atwood t<r
day.
Bowling-Billiards

Guys bring your girl, any
girl to the Sweetherat special
-Couples only! Candlelight
bowling, 25 cents a line, billiards 60 cents an hour.
Sunday 6 p.m. on. Red pin
special.

C.E.C.
WANTED
The C.E.C. meeting will be RIDERS to Daytona Beach,
held Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Fla. Qtr. break by bus $70.
the Rud room in Atwood. 251-4836.
There will be a speaker from THEATRE TICKET Sales ReARC and membership blanks presentative- Friars & Covent
will be available.
Garden Theatre Productions
.
Bas ketb a II
1ooki ng for aggressive capable
Huskies face Winona at hard working Manager Saleshome on Friday and Southwest man to handle ticket sales
away on Saturday. Sign up . on campus full or part time
for the bus to Southwest at basis . . .prefer sophomore or
Atwood's front desk.
older student active in student
I.V.C.F.
affairs. Write Covent Gardens
We will meet in, the Civic- at 724 4th Ave. So., Mpls. givPenney at 7 p.m. Tuesday.
ing full experience and current
activities, or call between 9
Gamma Delta
and 1 p .m ., daily at 332-3710 ·
GIRLS by
We Wl.ll be gom·g to enter- 2 CONSENTING
.
.
2
rd
th
tain at
e Good Shephe
guys agam tornght. Same
Nursing
Home the
on house
Monday.
252-6309.
Will
be leaving
at as before FOR
SALE
p.m.
Regular
mee•~-,
g
folB&W TV, new 12,, Magnavox
6
w,u
'lows at 8 p.m. at Lutheran portable with stand 252-0674
Student House 417 4th Ave. UGLINESS FOR SALE UMOC
So.
FEB. 17.
Apocalypse
STEREO - Dynoaco 120 amp,
Tomorrow Bob Meyer will pat-4 pre-amp ar-turntable call
251 7622 Denms·
perform iin the Coffeehouse
·
A al
SKIIS, bindings, poles; boots
poc ypse.
(men's 8½) Excellent cond.
Chi Alpha
$4-0. Call collect, 274-5476.
We will meet on Mooday HANDMADE SHAWLS, ponnight at 8 p.m. in classroom chos, and afgans, call Mary C.,
"C" of the Newman Centea-. 253-5546.

Marketing Club

The quarterly . dinner · of the
marketing club will be held
on Wednesday, Feb. 17, at
7:30 p.m. at the Persian Club.
All interested members should
contact Jean Olson at 25$.-3439.

·oPEN SUN.DAY
Noon Till 5

PIK~A-BOOK STORE
23 So. 7th Ave. 253-1145

ATTENTION
home
brother, glad to have you back BEWARE OF THE UGLY
from across the sea! Little MAN
Sjs Celine.
JACKSON HOLE Ski Trip
spring break, towing, tran&
HAPPY
Valentines
D a Y portation, lodging, etc. ABOG
Wendy Julian and the rest sponsored.
f
A
t
DR
4
0
251 -2619 after
P·
· ·
DO TYPING call
FAMILIES that eat together 5: 3o or on weekends '
stay together.
~EARLY WED_S! See your
GUYS - Does your girl call rmg leader-Feiler Jewelers.
you "UGLY"? Show her what THE MYSTICS are coming
1
O
true ugliness is. Bring her to !~\E ~1~~0UN~
the UMOC dance, Wed., Feb. f
_,l
,
rething~rur
1O
17.
c 252
23 ~~ a;Aiu w~men;h
0
HAPPY Valentines Day Bee 2204
ve.
•
~inie
o., J oh n.
•
·
TYPING
themes
etc. in my
·
A STAFF that works together home. 252-1813.
plays together.
GUITAR dulcimer banjo re.
h
ATTENTION: Ever wanted pairs. 1 ~ arge a pittance.
to_ tell som~ne they're ugly Steve 252-5896 512½ St. Gerwith ut g tting
h d? y
main
e
punc e • our
·
chance is here! UMOC is Wed. MOVIES, daoce and ugly men
PERSONAL
STEPHEN: Welcome

\nd

.

f

°

are all just a part of this
year's UGLIEST MAN ON
CAMPUS contest.
FREE! Poe aind Price are
featured in UMOC horror film ,
Feb. 17.
LOST: 13 POUND grey and
white cat. 252-5407.
WILL DO typing call 252-0290.
LOST: Light purple long belt.
Reward for return. Call 584·
5408.
WHAT NOW? Butch and Su~
dance posters.
-WHAT NOW? Black light:
8" and 48".
,....
, --------European nomads•. The most
economicol way to Evrope
next summer. 5th consecutive
yr. Write: European Odyssey,

Winsted, Mn. 55395. •

Save

TOM PAINE Tickets

Tickets for the Theatre of
. Involvement production Tom
Paine will go on sale Tuesday
at 10 a.m. at the box office
in the Performing Arts lobby.
The play will be seen in Stage
II, Feb. 23-27 at 8 p.m.

Friday, February 12, 1971

- - - - - - --~--------- ~

Save

THE FLOWER CENTER
. In The Crossroads

SHOW HER YOU. CARE~-

.

North Star
Ski Shop

~.

BUY. HER ACORS-AGE
FOR THE SWEETHEART BALL
CALL 252-8151
Member Student Consideration Program

·

We have to make room for remodeling.
Our Ski stock must go! Come in and SAVE,
SAVE, SA VE.
Metal & Fiberglass

Skis
Dynastar-Spalding

Ski Boots

20 to 60% off

20 to 40% off

~

Henke-Trappeur

Wood skis 30% off

Ski Poles
Barre Crafter-Kerma

Turtle Necks &
Sweaters

30% off

-20% off
.

'\ /J
Nevv brew for the new breed.

I

North Star Ski Shop
Located in the

Bavarian Buffet
26th & Division

._,

Phone 252-2363.

